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1

The  ballet  study.  School  steps  and  their  combinations  -  Willy  Godlewski  Contains:  
training  illustrations.

20  pages

80  pages

Reports  from  old  chronicles,  dance  descriptions  and  explanations  of  dance  history  -  
Theo  Other

The  ballet  study.  Volume  1.  The  Exercise  -  Willy  Godlewski  Contains:  

Training  illustrations.

History  of  dance  and  physical  education  in  the  context  of  society,  culture  and  art  of  
peoples  presented  in  guiding  principles  -  Theo

1978

1980

139  pages

Cards  for  re-ordering  other  published  works  62  pages  +  1  duplicate  
bumped  corners,  mold  stains  on  the  duplicate

56  pages  
light  foxing

1967

Other

Basic  concepts  of  motion  analysis.  Propaganda  Office  for  Public  Education  -  Maria  
Szentpal  (Part  1,  Folder  1)

1932

12

Collection  of  exercises  for  music  teaching  at  music  schools  in  the  German  
Democratic  Republic  (2nd  year  of  instruction)

1932

Ear  training /  music  theory  (curriculum  for  music  schools  in  the  GDR)

1-80  pages

written  on  Japanese  paper,  3
copies  in  4  folders,  p.1-11  only  exists  in  the  1st  copy

6

no  date

Cards  for  re-ordering  other  published  works  65  pages  +  1  duplicate  
bumped  corners,  water  stain  on  cover

19

52  pages

23

no  date

Collection  of  exercises  for  music  teaching  at  music  schools  in  the  German  
Democratic  Republic  (1st  year  of  instruction)

4

21

2

1



2

15

undated  Basic  

concepts  of  movement  analysis.  Propaganda  Office  for  Public  Education  -  Maria  Szentpal  (Part  
1,  Folder  2)

261-447  pages  3

copies  in  4  folders

11

21  pages

13

Basic  concepts  of  motion  analysis.  Propaganda  Office  for  Public  Education  -  Maria  
Szentpal  (Part  1,  Folder  4)

1978

undated  Basic  

concepts  of  movement  analysis.  Propaganda  Office  for  Public  Education  -  Maria  Szentpal  (Part  
1,  Folder  3)

melos  Magazine  for  New  Music.  (Issue  7/8 /  23rd  year)

Negative  strips  to  a  score

1972

81-170  pages,  3

copies  in  4  folders

1956

1932

Music  theory  for  dancers  -  Luwig  Kusche,  Balletstudio  Godlewski

Music  theory  (1st  to  4th  year  of  teaching  at  the  elementary  level)

corners  bumped

1947

14

171-260  pages  3

copies  in  4  folders

368  pages

4  pages

Subject  index  "The  new  school.  Papers  for  democratic  renewal  in  teaching  and  
education" (2nd  year  1947,  issues  1-18)

no  date

20

Framework  program  for  musical  education  and  upbringing  in  pre-school  age  at  music  
schools  in  the  GDR.  General  musical  instruction  37  pages

22

5

8



3

dance  script.  Laban  kinetography.  Volume  1  -  Maria  Szentpal  
141  pages

1946

no  date26

no  date

no  date

no  date

dance  script.  Laban  kinetography.  Volume  2  -  Maria  Szentpal

10

25

17

119  pages  
Probably  belongs  to:  Reports  from  old  chronicles,  descriptions  of  dance  
and  explanations  of  dance  history  -  Theo  Other  No.  4

Subject  index  "The  new  school.  Papers  for  democratic  renewal  in  
teaching  and  education" (1st  year  1946,  issues  1-14).  Register  of  names /  
index  of  subjects

dance  script.  Laban  kinetography.  Volume  1,  folder  2  -  Maria  Szentpal

dance  script.  Laban  kinetography.  Volume  2,  Folder  1  -  Maria  Szentpal

24

dance  script.  Laban  kinetography.  Volume  1,  folder  3  -  Maria  Szentpal

dance  script.  Laban  kinetography.  Volume  3  -  Maria  Szentpal

without  author;  with  markings  
Altsig.:  2597/2

Subject  index  "The  new  school.  Papers  for  democratic  renewal  in  
teaching  and  education" (3rd  year  1948,  issues  1-24).

1948

no  date

no  date

no  date
XVIII.  The  19th  Century
187  pages  of  reports  from
old  chronicles,  descriptions  of  dance  and  explanations  of  dance  history  -
Theo  Other,  No.4

16

18

undated  X.  
Germany  and  Europe  from  the  Migration  Period  to  the  Turn  of  the  Century.

3

9

7




